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Changes for Gävleborg

Modify Soarian export file name (10224)

Implement stricter Swedish Patient ID validation (10223)

This will apply on all Swedish patient ID controls. Explanation text is default off and

can be configured in the ePR.
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General improvements

Support new level "Speciality" in Destination hieararchy (10243)



Default the IBP label to Art, so no alarm will be missed, requested by

Kronoberg (10281)

This is controlled by a specific setting that is default off.

Add new camera library to handle larger images (10301)

Image sizes will remain the same on existing installations to preserve band width

and storage space.

Support install of PDFWebService on Windows 2019 (10328)
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Improve logging when disallowing to open a no consent record on a

workstation (10241)

Support startup of CWS using DNS name (10279)

Prevent SmartInstaller to overwrite SSL access settings to ADAM (AD/LDS)

(10312)

Smart Server Installer should rename Oafx.dll before replacing it (10256)

User forum improvements

Use previous value as default for spin controls (10156)

This will be the behaviour on all spin-controls within time-values.

Support ECG reporting for quality registers (10158)

Play a sound when the first ECG complex is available (10167)

The sound is configurable and will default to a tick sound. Can also be turned

off.

Show ECG interpreter in complex, arrhythmia and 12 lead views (10168)

This is a feature introduced for all VSM customers.

Show real time values instead of trend values on PU ePR vital signs bar (10163)



This will be the behaviour on a PU while the CWS always will show trend values.

Fixes

Setting UseLoginFullname does not work when signing (10216)

Inactivity pop-up should follow and cover the correct tab on PU (10096)

SleepScreen: Timer shall be stopped when user presses escape key (10275)

SmartServerInstaller: Install/Update without DB contact leaves server unusable

(10277)

Correct JRCALC installation verification (10310)

DBO/DWH: Update sqlpackage (sql deployment) to latest version to support

latest SQL server (10329)

Exceptioninfo log file is no longer present when logging exception (10349)

Performance counter can cause log info to be missed (10350)



CAD (SOS): Importing missions with correct Swedish patient IDs shall set Date of

Birth, age and gender (10351)

Missions can be incorrectly closed when multiple are assigned to one unit

(10346)

OSDK - Fails on Ortivus.ePR.MapControl.MapCanvas (10360)

OSDK - Cannot find pops xml for NIAS ePR (10365)

MapControl can crash if connection is lost (10364)

Correct vcredist detection on new installed servers (10370)

VSM-related

WLAN handover should transfer zoll pads waveform (8913)

Intermittent values can be missed when importing from external

monitor-defibrillator (10226)

Allow to export MobiMed to ECStore even if the timestamp is not in the

middle of the 10 seconds sent (10347)

ECG Export PU: Missing patient details when trying to export reopened

patient (10369)

Supported Platforms

Hardware Unit Operating System
Getac RX10H Windows 10 (1511)
Getac RX10H Extreme Windows 10 (1709, 1809)
Lenovo 20L3000 Windows 10 (1809)
Panasonic CF-19 Windows 7
Panasonic FZ-G1 Windows 10 (1607, 1709,

1809)
Panasonic H2 Windows 7, Windows 8.0
Panasonic FZ-M1 Windows 10 (1709)

All versions of measuring unit M531 are supported with MobiMed 4.2. Measuring unit

300C is not supported.

The Clinical Workstation (CWS) platform should meet or beat the minimum hardware

specification and use a supported operating system.



Installation and deployment

For installing this release. Please contact our Service and Support at the below

addresses.

UK market: support@ortivus.co.uk

Other markets: support@ortivus.com

Release Information

This is a commercial release on the following markets:

• Norway

• Sweden

• United Kingdom

This release replaces all previous 4.2 releases.

Upgrade to this release can be done from all previous 4.2 releases. 
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